
S P O T L I G H T
ON SUCCESS

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS THAT MEAN BUSINESS

Model featured:

GREAT LAKES TS37
Horizontal Shrink Wrapper

•   Continuous motion seal head

•   Versatile - horizontal/vertical cross seal

•   Adjustable film inverting head

•   Handles single-wound Polyolefin, 
Polyethylene & PVC

•   Ideal for multipacks &  irregular shapes

The ARPAC GROUP, leading 
manufacturers of shrink packaging
equipment, continually looks for ways 
to enhance our machine designs so that
we can offer our customers the latest in
packaging technology.

The GREAT LAKES TS37 side seal 
horizontal wrapper is one such example.
Released in 1990 by Great Lakes
Corporation, the TS37 has proven to be a
rugged yet flexible machine. ARPAC's
engineering team has since improved it’s
design, in turn making the TS37 one of
the most versatile and reliable 
packaging systems on the market today. 

A produce company located on the east
coast, package and label freshly cut
squash for retail sale. During their
busiest season, the customer runs their
production for an average of 10 hours a
day. The customer currently uses a
GREAT LAKES TS37 and a competitor's
shrink wrapper, to run halved squash
and 3lb. trays of cubed butternut
squash in 60 gauge polyolefin. In order
to increase productivity, our customer
chose to add another GREAT LAKES TS37
over our competitor's model.This system
was sold through our distributor,
Continental Paper & Plastic Converting
Inc.

Our Solution
Our customer chose ARPAC for our ability
to provide a custom infeed that allows a
smooth transition for their application.
ARPAC’s engineering department worked
directly with the customer to meet these
specific requirements. This flighted
roller infeed is now a standard feature.

The continuous motion TS37 eliminated
the need for multiple forming heads with
it’s adjustable film inverter. Unlike 
conventional film inverters, the TS37's
film path ensures equal transfer 
of grouped or unusual shaped products
(such as squash), onto the film without
skewing the product configuration. 

The TS37's side seal mechanism creates
strong, tight trim seals, preventing 
moisture and bacteria from coming in
contact with the squash. The relaxed film
tension at the cross seal, along with a
continuous motion seal head, provides a
smooth transition for lightweight or 
delicate products. 

The customer was pleased with the wide
array of standard features. These
include: adjustable film inverting head,
Allen Bradley® controls, No-Product-
Detect photoeye, central point 
lubrication, needle perf hole system 
and single-wound film capability. 
The TS37 also offers simple film loading
and threading, a sliding film rack 
for easy loading, and a user-friendly
design that is accessible for routine
maintenance. These features, along with
it’s ability to convert from horizontal
sealing to vertical sealing, wrap 
packages of infinite length, and run at
speeds up to 80 packages a minute,
make the TS37 suitable for a wide variety
of applications.

The TS37's unique side seal process
keeps package graphics distortion-
free with neatly formed trim seals
extremely close to the product. 
The TS37 is perfect for artwork,
mailers, compact discs and low
profile stacks of paper products
such as napkins and greeting
cards.
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PROCESS
The product is loaded in-between flight bars on the flighted roller infeed. 
The infeed places the product into the inverting head where it enters the folded film. 
The product travels with the film through the side seal unit where the side of the film is
sealed, creating a tube. An independently driven scrap removal system 
compacts the excess film. The product in the film tube continues through the seal frame
where the seal carriage starts moving forward at the same speed as the 
product. Simultaneously, the seal bars close, cutting and sealing the bag. 
The product then travels into the shrink tunnel, producing a tightly wrapped, 
aesthetically pleasing package.

Flighted roller infeed
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ENHANCEMENTS
Our customer was especially impressed with the enhancements
made to the machine, since the purchase his first TS37:

•  The infeed is now modular and self powered, no longer
running off the main drive, reducing 10 chains

•  The seal jaw is now driven on a rack and pinion system 
instead of a dual chain drive to decrease inertia. These 
improvements alone reduce moving parts, speed up the 
process of routine maintenance, and reduce overall production 
downtime

•  An LCD color touchscreen is now used instead of a push-button 
operator panel interface 

•   Industry standard Allen-Bradley® programmable logic 
controllers have replaced GE controls

•   The trim seal conveyor, trim seal unit “one way” clutch, and 
Thompson drive shaft have been replaced with spline shaft 
and bushing that enable the machine to be adjusted while 
running

•   The trim seal unit is now attached directly to the trim seal 
conveyor, eliminating the need for trim seal unit side 
adjustment except for wide package configurations

These features and more are what make the TS37 an outstanding,
high performance machine. For a complete list of improvements, 
or to request a video or brochure, contact the ARPAC GROUP at:
847-678-9034 or visit our website: www.arpacgroup.com

Adjustable film inverter

Continuous motion seal carriage

              


